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Marcel Proust begins À la recherche du temps perdu by evoking a past ritual of the young 
narrator’s life: for a long time, he went to bed early. The habitual nature of Marcel’s bedtime 
routine is signaled by the very first word of the novel: longtemps. Longtemps, in conjunction 
with the imperfect tense repeatedly used throughout the passage (“I would ask myself,” “I would 
lay my cheeks,” “I would fall asleep” [Moncrieff I: 5-6]) draws attention to the continuous nature 
of the events described, and reveals them to be full-blown habits, not completed actions.1 Proust 
is clearly fascinated by habit: the novel is flooded with discussion of it, as well as elaborate 
examples of its effects on the lives of Proust’s characters. In Swann’s Way alone, there are 
seventy-three direct references to habit. In his personal life, too, he appears to have thought 
deeply about habit: in Céleste Albaret’s memoir Monsieur Proust, the aging Marcel Proust, who 
at this point has lost his mother, asks Céleste to take the portrait of Mme Proust away because, 
“‘one gets used to things, and habit stops one from really remembering people and objects’” 
(143). Considering how explicit Proust’s discussion of habit is in the novel, it is surprising that 
so little has been written on the subject of habit in À la recherche du temps perdu—at least in 
English. Apart from Samuel Beckett’s small book Proust (1931), Amy Ross Loeserman’s 
doctoral thesis, “Proust and the Discourse on Habit” (2004), and Erika Fülöp’s article, “Habit in 
À la recherche du temps perdu” (2014), there exists a limited reservoir of scholarship in English 
on the subject of habit in Proust’s novel. Loeserman’s and Fülöp’s texts establish Proust’s 
indebtedness to the philosophical tradition of habit, but they fail to note how Proust draws a 
connection between habituation2 and disenchantment,3 and that the works of David Hume, 
Xavier Bichat, Maine de Biran, Felix Ravaisson, and Henri Bergson support his thinking. Their 
influence on Proust’s writing becomes clear in moments when his characters feel disenchanted 
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by habit’s ubiquitous numbing effects—an outcome of habituation they write about extensively. 
The philosophical notion of disenchantment comes from the German word entzauberung, coined 
by Max Weber in 1918. A direct translation into English literally reads “de-magic-ation.” 
Proust’s novel pre-dates Weber’s definition by a few years, but désenchanter4 appears several 
times in the original French text. Even when Proust utilizes the more general disappointment, 
through the French words déçu,5 la déception, and désappointement, he is actually signaling a 
loss of magic, an undoing of a hex, that teaches his characters about the fleeting nature of desire 
and knowledge. Proust makes the crucial connection between habit and disenchantment, without 
always naming it as such, inspiring Beckett’s own writing on habit’s destruction of enchantment. 
Beckett writes: 
Habit is a compromise effected between the individual and his environment, or 
between the individual and his own organic eccentricities, the guarantee of a dull 
inviolability, the lightning-conductor of his existence. Habit is the ballast that 
chains the dog to his vomit. (7-8) 
Marcel lives for moments of enchantment, but, according to Beckett, in his analysis of Proust, 
sources of enchantment are rare. Beckett writes, “when the object is perceived as particular and 
unique…, when it appears independent of any general notion and detached from the sanity of a 
cause, isolated and inexplicable in the light of ignorance, then and then only may it be a source 
of enchantment” (11). Given Beckett’s definition, sources of enchantment cannot survive 
habituation. As I will show, the French philosophical tradition suggests that habituation 
necessarily transforms a particular and unique object into a familiar one. When Marcel attempts 
to translate possible sources of enchantment—particularly love and art—into habits, 
disenchantment occurs. To demonstrate that Marcel’s disenchantment is not specific to him, but 
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rather a fundamental defect of habituation, I use Swann’s relationships with art and love to reveal 
that the disenchantment brought on by habituation is, for Proust, a crucial dimension of human 
experience. Proust’s novel shows life to be an oscillation between habituation and anxiety— 
anxiety that can be both exquisite and painful. Marcel and Charles, both, live for the breaks from 
habit, the delightful moments caused by incendiary flashes of involuntary memory, which 
Samuel Beckett refers to as a “delicious deflagration” (20). But, neither can fight the impulse to 
form lasting habits from momentary pleasures, in the spirit of possession. Throughout the novel, 
Proust’s characters are disenchanted by habit’s anesthetizing effect on the passions, which causes 
the people and objects they once held dear to become more remote. Marcel and Swann, both, are 
disenchanted that they can never possess the essence of a thing in its entirety, only in successive 
stages, a limitation of life that is ultimately due to habit.  
The focus of this master’s thesis is, thus, to explain the clear link between the process of 
habituation and the chronic, ever-resurfacing disenchantment of Proust’s characters, and to 
display Proust’s indebtedness to the philosophical tradition of habit in drawing this connection. 
This thesis aims to show that the disenchantment that attends habituation in À la recherche du 
temps perdu is a key feature of Proust’s aesthetics, and not a commentary on individual character 
behavior. Only by reading Proust alongside the theorists who impacted him, can one fully 
appreciate the scope of his novel, and understand the laws of habit and memory that govern his 
characters’ seemingly erratic behavior. Readers of Proust are familiar with his privileged 
moments,6 and the enchantment that springs from them due to involuntary memory. But, it is 
important to understand their opposite: the disenchantment that occurs when involuntary 
memory is absent, and habit is present. By learning of the feelings of magic that spring from an 
absence of habit, and the utter disenchantment that occurs in the presence of habit, one may 
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make sense of the most crucial moments in the novel. Otherwise, one may be confused by 
Marcel’s intense reaction to a hawthorn, or Swann’s attraction to a woman who is not his type. 
Then, one sees that an understanding of habit’s disenchanting effects does not just shed light on 
Proust’s style, but also on the content of his novel. 
This paper relies heavily on the theoretical work of Henri Bergson and Samuel Beckett; 
the former having influenced Proust’s investigation of temporality, the latter having been 
influenced by Proust to write seriously about habit. Bergson’s 1896 book Matière et mémoire is 
essential to understanding the relationship between habit and memory in Proust, because of 
Bergson’s “profound influence on the ways in which modernist literature represented time and 
consciousness” (Taunton). Bergson’s text informs Proust’s understanding of habit and memory, 
by establishing two distinct types of memory: one that evokes, and one that “acts” (Bergson 93). 
While Bergson is one of many philosophers who influenced Proust’s depiction of habit in À la 
recherche du temps perdu, he is exceptional. Hume, Bichat, Biran, and Ravaisson describe 
explicitly and in-depth the general effects of habit, meanwhile Bergson’s text focuses primarily 
on habit’s effects on memory. Bergson’s work is a necessary complement to the works of Hume, 
Bichat, Biran, and Ravaisson when reading Proust; one cannot understand habit in Proust, unless 
one understands memory, because the two are so deeply intertwined. Proust notes that the 
general laws of remembrance are “subject to the more general laws of habit” (Grieve II: 222), a 
sentiment Beckett echoes (7). Therefore, it is essential to read Bergson’s work alongside these 
philosophers, to understand how habit is represented in Proust, and, further, how involuntary 
memory is used in Proust’s text as an annihilator of habit. 
Bergson establishes the important distinction between “memory par excellence,” or true 
memory—what Beckett refers to as involuntary memory—and “habit interpreted by memory,” or 
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memory accessed by will.7 According to Bergson, the former “records, in the form of memory-
images, all the events of our daily lives as they occur in time; it neglects no detail; it leaves to 
each fact, to each gesture, its place and date” (92). The latter, “no longer represents our past to 
us, it acts it; and if it still deserves the name of memory, it is not because it conserves bygone 
images, but because it prolongs their useful effect into the present moment” (Bergson 93). 
Further, “spontaneous recollection,” that is, involuntary memory, “is perfect from the outset; 
time can add nothing to its image without disfiguring it; it retains in memory its place and date” 
(Bergson 95). The second kind of memory relies on repetition, the overlaying of successive 
experiences, in order to form a “cerebral habit,” or “a habit of the body” (Bergson 89). Of the 
two types of memory introduced by Bergson, memory par excellence occurs in À la recherche du 
temps perdu as the narrator “mount[s] the slope of [his] past” (Bergson 92) through spontaneous 
recollection. Meanwhile, habit interpreted by memory occurs as the narrator attempts to translate 
fleeting moments of pleasure into lasting habits. The latter form of memory often leads Marcel to 
disenchantment, because habit has laid its claim on it, causing recollections that were once 
magical to become, as Bergson writes, “more and more impersonal, more and more foreign to 
our past life” (95). The distinction between the two forms of memory is imperative to 
understanding Proust’s novel. In À la recherche du temps perdu, the former type of memory 
often has delectable effects, which misleads Proust’s characters into expecting those effects from 
the latter type as well. When nothing spontaneous or magnificent results from the latter form of 
memory, they feel disenchanted.  
Just as Bergson’s work influenced Proust’s discussion of temporality, Proust’s work 
greatly impacted Beckett’s discourse on habit. Beckett,8 perhaps more so than any other theorist, 
understood the complex workings of habit in Proust’s prose, particularly the relationship 
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between habit and involuntary memory. Beckett argues that “the famous episode of the 
Madeleine steeped in tea would justify the assertion that [Proust’s] entire book is a monument to 
involuntary memory and the epic of its action” (21). Proust’s novel explores all aspects of 
memory, lending particular praise to involuntary memory due to its “explosive” nature (Beckett 
20). According to Beckett, involuntary memory “restores, not merely the past object, but the 
Lazarus that it charmed or tortured, not merely Lazarus the object, but more because less, more 
because…in its flame it has consumed Habit and all its works” (20). Here, involuntary memory 
is presented not only as an antidote to habit, but as its destroyer. However, Beckett goes on, 
“involuntary memory is an unruly magician and will not be importuned” (20). In this way, the 
main drama of the narrator’s life plays out: Marcel lives for the sublime moments involuntary 
memory awakens in him, but is bitterly let down when its effects wear off, swept away by habit. 
Despite how much disenchantment habit causes him, Marcel is a self-identified “creature of 
habit” (Grieve II: 309), and is disturbed by its absence equally as often as he is disenchanted by 
its presence.9 Though Marcel faces endless disenchantment due to habit, he also relies on it to 
put his neurotic mind at ease. This fluctuation between habit as something desired and something 
that provokes disillusionment,10 disgust, and frustration is what marks much of the narrative in 
the entire novel. 
Habit Definition and Etymology 
The English word habit, in its most usual current sense, is defined by the Oxford English 
Dictionary as: 
A settled disposition or tendency to act in a certain way, esp. one acquired by 
frequent repetition of the same act until it becomes almost or quite involuntary; a 
settled practice, custom, usage; a customary way or manner of acting. (9a) 
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Habit derives from two Greek words, ἔθος (ēthos), translated as “character” (Jiyuan 520), and 
the Greek verbal noun έχειν (hexis) for “to have” or “possess,” which has “three main senses: (1) 
possession, literally ‘to have’; (2) a state of being; and (3) the wearing of some apparel” 
(Romano 427). The English habit, then, has roots in possession, perhaps signifying that when 
one becomes habituated to something, it is an attempt to “have” it. According to Romano, it is 
the second definition that Aristotle invokes in Nichomachean Ethics, believed to be the earliest 
text dealing with the phenomenon of habit. When Aristotle writes of the Greek hexis, he is 
describing a “state,” “condition,” or “disposition” (Kraut), which is induced by one’s habits. 
Aristotle argues that habits impact one’s overall disposition, and that when the “values implied in 
ēthos gradually take root in a learner” through habituation, “good character” results (Jiyuan 520). 
Aristotle is speaking of habit as an active condition, one in which the learner’s virtue is 
determined by the sum total of their positive or negative habits. Hexis does not directly translate 
to habit in English, but in the transition from Greek to Latin, hexis translates to habitus, which, 
in turn, translates to habit. The intrusion of Latin is how one arrives at habit in English, which 
incorporates both active and passive choices in the forming of habits, whereas the Greek hexis 
refers to active habits, only. Erika Fülöp argues that the Greek term ēthos is “closer to what is 
generally referred to today as habit or custom” (346) in English. It is worth noting that the 
French word habitude utilized by Proust is much more encapsulating than the English habit. 
English definitions of the word often neglect its intricacies,11 but Proust’s work reveals the 
grandiosity of the phenomenon, which, sociologist Jean-Claude Kaufmann argues, “for two 
thousand years was one of the central concepts which permitted the consideration of…action, 
will, consciousness, life, soul, and even God.” But, over time, habit “became a given, without 
scientific interest, the very symbol of an obvious and even contemptible example of common 
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sense” (Loeserman12 2). Habit, as described in the French philosophical tradition, is far-reaching, 
and a full exploration of the ideas that evolved throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries is necessary to understand Proust’s use of the term. Fülöp notes that the works of 
Ravaisson and Biran, in particular, were “well known in Proust’s time,” and “determined the 
way habit was understood” (199). Once this exploration is through, it will be apparent that the 
philosophical tradition of habit shaped Proust’s understanding of the term, and subsequently how 
he depicts habituation in the novel. These philosophical works, then, will elucidate the content of 
Proust’s novel, and aid in explaining why the same stimulus can produce both extreme joy, and 
profound disenchantment, in the same character. 
Philosophical Tradition of Habit 
As noted above, the topic of hexis was discussed among philosophers, but it fell out of 
critical discussion until it was resuscitated in 1748 by the Scottish philosopher David Hume in 
his text Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding. The concept was then expanded by Xavier 
Bichat (1800), Pierre Maine de Biran (1803), Felix Ravaisson (1838), and, eventually, Henri 
Bergson (1896). Proust drew on this line of philosophical and theoretical thinking, and it inspired 
his own ideas regarding habit’s disenchanting effects.  
 Habit’s function of inducing one’s expectations is essential to understanding the 
connection between habituation and disenchantment in Proust’s novel. According to Hume, 
“custom…is the great guide of human life. It alone is what makes our experience useful to us, 
and makes us expect future sequences of events to be like ones that have appeared in the past” 
(Hume 21). Hume, in suggesting that habit provokes one’s expectations, primes Proust to make 
the argument that habit has the potential to cause disenchantment. Following Hume’s suggestion, 
habit spurs on one’s expectations: one experiences a pleasant sensation, and habit causes one to 
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expect future sensations to be equally pleasant. At the same time, habit ensures that the meeting 
of one’s expectations remains a physical impossibility. As Felix Ravaisson succinctly puts it, 
“prolonged or repeated sensation diminishes gradually and eventually fades away” (49), so that 
future repetitions of the same action will never retain the intensity or novelty of the initial 
experience, potentially ending in disenchantment when expectations and reality do not match. 
Proust establishes the connection between disenchantment and expectation when Marcel, in the 
Swanns’ drawing room, awaits Mme Swann. Before Mme Swann’s arrival, Marcel notes feeling 
an anxiety deeper than had he been in “an enchanter’s cavern” (Grieve II: 101), suggesting habit 
is absent. During his wait, a new habit forms: that of jumping up anytime someone, including the 
first and second footmen, M Swann, and Gilberte, enters the room. The wait causes Marcel to 
expect that Mme Swann’s arrival, “foreshadowed by so many majestic entrances,” would be 
“stupendous” (Grieve II: 102). Instead, her arrival is an “anticlimax,” which transforms a 
moment of enchantment Marcel likens to “Klingor's magic transmutations”13 (Grieve II: 101), 
into a conversation that “produced nothing out of the ordinary” (Grieve II: 102-103). 
 Another aspect of habituation Proust represents in his novel is the attenuation of pain and 
pleasure through the continuity of sensation. According to Xavier Bichat’s 1800 text, Recherches 
physiologiques sur la vie et la mort, when one feels pleasure or pain continuously, habit adjusts 
one to the sensation so that, with time, one becomes numb to their circumstance. Xavier Bichat 
argues that it is “the property of habit to enfeeble our sentiments of things, to bring us into a state 
of indifference, the middle term betwixt pain and pleasure” (Bichat 47). Like “the perfumer and 
the cook,” who “are by no means sensible in their several professions of those pungent 
enjoyments of which they are dispensers” (Bichat 49), one cannot withstand elongated exposure 
to pain or pleasure and still be sensible to it. In them “the habit of perceiving has blunted the 
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sentiment” (Bichat 49). Empirically, the perfumer and the cook are experts in their respective 
fields. Yet, their proficiency “enfeebles” their perception, leading each to a state of sensual 
numbness. In À la recherche du temps perdu, Bichat’s ideas come through when Marcel suffers 
extended periods of pain, or relishes long spans of pleasure, and habit fatigues his faculties until 
his pain or pleasure resembles something closer to indifference. The more Marcel ruminates on a 
particular memory that brings him pain or pleasure—that is, the more habituated he becomes to 
the memory—the less he is emotionally impacted by it. The moments that retain their power to 
hurt, are those which habit has not yet chipped away at. When Marcel is heartbroken over 
Gilberte in Volume II, he is struck by a fresh memory: one of Gilberte walking along the Avenue 
des Champs-Elysees with her new lover. Marcel notes: “This was a new pain, but one that would 
eventually fade and disappear in its turn; it was an image which one day would come back to my 
mind with all its noxious power neutralized” (Grieve II 201). Through daily contact with the 
memory, habit neutralizes the agony it would otherwise contain. Though the lessening of pain 
would seem like a positive effect, Marcel actually resents the indifference that attends it. Beckett 
comments on Marcel’s “terror” in thinking that “to the pain of separation will succeed 
indifference” (13). Marcel’s indifference to the objects that once stood high in his mind 
distresses and disenchants him, because it renders his past self alien to him. Marcel wants to 
believe that his pleasure is as real as his suffering. But, “the alchemy of habit,” when it 
transforms “the individual capable of suffering into a stranger for whom the motives of that 
suffering are an idle tale” (Beckett 14), redefines his previous passions and desires as futile. In 
order for Marcel to perceive his privileged moments as real, his suffering must feel real to him as 
well. But habit causes past suffering and contentment alike to feel impersonal to him. The 
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attenuation of pain and pleasure, then, often leaves him disenchanted with the seeming 
inauthenticity of his own desires. 
As previously alluded to, habit’s duality—its function of bringing an object physically 
closer but psychologically further—is one of its primary qualities. Pierre Maine de Biran and his 
successor Felix Ravaisson comment on the two-fold operation of habit in their nineteenth 
century texts Influence de l'habitude sur la faculté de penser (1803) and De l'habitude (1838), 
respectively. Biran writes, “It is to habit that we owe the facility, the precision, and the extreme 
rapidity of our movements and voluntary operations; but it is habit also which hides from us their 
nature and quantity” (64). Further, Ravaisson describes the “double law” (49) of habit as follows:  
The continuity or the repetition of passion weakens it; the continuity or repetition 
of action exalts and strengthens it. Prolonged or repeated sensation diminishes 
gradually and eventually fades away. Prolonged or repeated movement becomes 
gradually easier, quicker and more assured. (Ravaisson 49) 
Bergson, too, acknowledges the “double law” of habit when he describes reading a passage 
repeatedly that, due to habitual memory, is “not a lesson better known” (91), despite his 
increased familiarity with it. The dynamic nature of habit leads one to grow increasingly attached 
to an object physically, at the same time as one’s passions grow more withdrawn from it.  
Proust’s work suggests he was quite familiar with the “double law” detailed above. In À 
la recherche du temps perdu, the more time Marcel spends with a privileged object, and, hence, 
the more habituated he becomes to it, the more his passions shrink from it. Attempts to recapture 
previous passion brought on by the same stimulus only cause disenchantment and remind Marcel 
of the magic it once held. A prime example of this phenomenon occurs in Book I, when the 
young Marcel, while walking with his grandfather, stumbles upon some hawthorns: his favorite 
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flower. In admiring them, Marcel notices that his admiration can go no further: “Though I 
remained there in front of the hawthorns…they offered me the same charm endlessly and with an 
inexhaustible profusion, but without letting me study it more deeply, like the melodies you 
replay a hundred times in succession without descending further into their secrets” (Davis I: 
141). As Samuel Beckett notes in Proust, habit “hides the essence—the idea—of the object in a 
haze of conception-preconception” (11). According to Beckett, habit projects a “mock reality of 
experience” which covers “the real” and can be escaped only through the likes of involuntary 
memory (20). In the hawthorn scene, involuntary memory sparks a temporary but monumental 
makeover of Marcel’s reality, so that the passions stirred by the sight of the flowers have a 
deeper significance for him, similar to a religious experience. The “delicious deflagration” can 
only take place once, when Marcel notices the hawthorns spontaneously in nature, and his 
involuntary memory triggers past positive associations with the flower. When Marcel attempts to 
repeat the sensation by standing “in front of the hawthorns as you do in front of those 
masterpieces which, you think, you will be able to see more clearly when you have stopped 
looking at them for a moment,” the sensation brought on by the flowers remains “obscure and 
vague” (Davis I: 142). Here, Marcel has made the transition from involuntary memory, the 
“inaccessible dungeon of our being to which Habit does not possess the key” (Beckett 18), to 
voluntary memory, which has “no value as an instrument of evocation” (Beckett 4). 
Subsequently, Marcel’s continued exposure to the hawthorns effaces their power of evocation: 
Marcel notes that the hawthorns “did not help me to clarify it, and I could not ask other flowers 
to satisfy it” (Davis I: 142). The magical sensation Marcel experiences at the sight of the flowers 
was not because of the flower’s innate charm, but because of involuntary memory’s explosive 
effects in the absence of habit. When Marcel attempts to revisit the positive sensation brought on 
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by the flowers, he realizes that the hawthorns’ charm was purest from the start, harkening to 
Bergson’s idea that an object’s “image was necessarily at the outset what it always will be,” and 
that further exposure to it will only “alter its original nature” (Bergson 90). Faced with the 
limitations of involuntary memory, Marcel feels a sharp sense of disenchantment.  
The true essence of any given object (be it a living thing or a work of art) is what Marcel 
is continually after, which is why he faces such bitter disenchantment throughout the novel: habit 
prevents him from accessing the quintessence of a beloved object. Proust’s example above, 
consistent with Biran’s, Ravaisson’s, and Bergson’s observations on habit’s “double law,” 
suggests that the inner “charm” of an object exists in highest concentration before habit dulls 
one’s perception of it. Marcel, a self-identified creature of habit, cannot resist the impulse to 
translate fleeting pleasures into lasting habits, invariably leading him to disenchantment. When 
Marcel becomes habituated to people or things that he once considered enchanting, he learns 
about the inauthenticity of his own desires.                                    
Most philosophers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, including Hume, 
Ravaisson, Bichat, and Biran, agree on the fundamental features of habit laid out so far. There 
are, of course, aspects individual philosophers challenge. Bichat argues that “in proportion as the 
same sensations are repeated, the less impression do they make upon us, because the comparison 
between the present and the past becomes less sensible” (50). Biran and Ravaisson both dispute 
this point, claiming it cannot account for the distress that occurs when habituation ceases.14 
Despite Ravaisson's and Biran’s opposition to the idea, Proust’s work suggests he concurs with 
Bichat. In À la recherche du temps perdu, Proust notes: 
When reality coincides at last with something we have longed for, fitting perfectly 
with our dreams, it can cover them up entirely and become indistinguishable from 
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them;…whereas, so as to give our joy its full intensity of meaning, we would 
actually prefer every detail of our desires, even at the instant of their fulfillment, 
to retain the prestige of still being immaterial, so as to be more certain that this 
really is what we desired. The mind is not even at liberty to remake its own earlier 
state, so as to compare it with the present one. (Grieve II: 112) 
Ideally, Marcel would like to line his past goals and present achievements side by side, to ensure 
they match, and to highlight the gap between past and present realities. Instead, habit smooths 
over the steps between when one desires something and when one actually attains it, so one’s 
achievements are felt less perceptibly. Habit makes Marcel’s desire for objects to “retain the 
prestige of still being immaterial” a physical impossibility; time and time again, habit replaces an 
object’s novelty with familiarity and provokes Marcel’s disenchantment. According to Bichat, 
the only way to preserve one's pleasures is to keep habit at bay: “The art of prolonging our 
enjoyments, consists in varying their causes” (Bichat 50).  
  Though a majority of habit’s features outlined so far have stressed its negative outcomes, 
habit has many positive attributes that Proust pays close attention to. Beckett argues that Proust’s 
treatment of habit extends to both positive and negative features of the phenomenon. In Proust, 
writes Beckett: 
The pendulum oscillates between these two terms: Suffering—that opens a 
window on the real and is the main condition of the artistic experience, and 
Boredom—with its host of top-hatted and hygienic ministers, boredom that must 
be considered as the most tolerable because the most durable of human evils. (16) 
While remaining cognizant of habit’s deleterious effects, particularly it’s numbing effect on 
positive sensations, the narrator of À la recherche du temps perdu depends on habit for his 
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material and meditative comforts. The anesthetic nature of habit may dull Marcel’s pleasures, 
but, as previously alluded to with regards to pain, it dulls his anxieties and discomforts, too. 
Habit’s primary function is to accustom one’s senses to a particular environment, and to prevent 
any redundant use of one’s perceptions. In doing so, habit transforms an unfamiliar space into a 
common one. Habituation to a space may well, with time, lead to the space being perceived as 
boring or customary. At the same time, it creates an overwhelming feeling of comfort for those 
who closely inhabit it. Proust explains, “as our attentiveness furnishes a room, so habit 
unfurnishes it, making a space in it for us” (Grieve II: 245). When one encounters a new space, 
one’s senses are at full alert. Alertness may lead to the “delicious deflagration” alluded to by 
Beckett, and the potential for privileged moments, but it also requires an unsustainable amount of 
mental effort. Because, as Proust writes, all of time “is filled by habit” (Grieve II 187), when 
habits aren’t in place, Marcel does not know what to do with himself. In Book I, Marcel exhibits 
great difficulty in Combray getting accustomed to his new bedroom. The malaise he experiences 
is the direct result of the change, and subsequent loss, of his previous habits. In Combray, 
someone gives him a “magic lantern” (Moncrieff I: 9) to comfort him on particularly lonesome 
nights. Yet, “this mere change of lighting was enough to destroy the familiar impression” 
(Moncrieff I: 10) of the room. Marcel explains: 
I cannot express the discomfort I felt at this intrusion of mystery and beauty into a 
room which I had succeeded in filling with my own personality until I thought no 
more of it than of myself. The anesthetic effect of habit being destroyed, I would 
begin to think—and to feel—such melancholy things. (Moncrieff I: 10) 
Habit does not preserve privileged objects—a masterpiece, a beloved aspect of nature, a love 
interest—it wears away at them. The same is true of privileged spaces. The difference is that 
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when a privileged space is worn away by habit, and becomes indistinguishable from the self, one 
may still physically enshroud oneself in that environment for immediate comfort. On the other 
hand, a privileged object cannot be inhabited; it tempts one to occupy it, but actually inhabiting 
the object remains a physical impossibility. In Proust's novel, attempts to do so inevitably end in 
a sense of disenchantment with the beloved object’s limitations. Therefore, habit’s anesthetizing 
effect can be helpful in environments that are initially overwhelming or troubling, but not in 
situations where one desires novelty to be preserved (like sublime moments in nature, or 
spontaneous encounters with physical beauty). For Marcel, an insomniac, habit, or, as Beckett 
calls it, the “agent of security” (21), is preferable to beauty and mystery when it comes to his 
bedtime routine. Bergson stresses that when “the bond between perception and the 
accompanying habitual movements” (115) is broken, psychic blindness can occur, or “the 
inability to recognize perceived objects” (108). The experience of seeing an object, but not being 
able to identify it, can be quite distressing. Beckett highlights the malaise that occurs when habits 
shift out of place. In the scenario above, in Combray, Beckett would argue that Marcel’s 
despondency occurs because “the habit of friendship” with his familiar room “must die in order 
that a habit of friendship” with the aforementioned magic lantern “may be born” (Beckett 10). 
Because Marcel desires his room to be an “agent of security,” habit, in this case, is friend, not 
foe. Yet, for any and all objects which Marcel desires to continue to be a source of 
enchantment—including love interests and works of art—habit must be kept at bay. Attempts to 
translate sources of enchantment into full-blown habits will invariably end in disenchantment. 
When Swann and Marcel extend sources of enchantment past the present moment, they are 
confronted by the limitations of perception, and by extension, the restrictions habit imposes on 
the object or love interest they wish to perceive magic in. In a romantic relationship, the newly 
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disenchanted is left to grapple with their attachment to a person whose charm they grow 
increasingly blind to, as is the case for Swann and Odette in Book I, and Marcel and Gilberte in 
Book II.  
Swann In “Love” 
Proust’s exploration of habit—and the disenchantment that accompanies it—extends far 
beyond the narrator, making it clear that he is relaying a key phenomenon and not a specific 
aspect of the narrator’s personality. Proust suggests repeatedly that, in love, habituation is often a 
disguised attempt at possession, as the etymology of habit indicates. His claim is exemplified by 
Charles Swann’s relationship with Odette de Crecy in Book I. From the start, Swann’s love for 
Odette is tinged with thoughts of possession: he talks of “how nice it would be to have a little 
woman like that” (Davis I: 230). In trying to access all the charm of Odette’s company, and, 
perhaps, in trying to possess her, Charles becomes habituated, and subsequently addicted, to her. 
The relationship is a fluctuation between indifference—when Charles feels he can “have” 
Odette—and jealous suffering—when he believes attainment is difficult, and therefore a 
necessary condition to his happiness. 
At the start of Charles Swann’s affair with Odette, before he forms a habit of seeing her, 
he views her with the most clarity; from the start, Swann sees no beauty in her. In habit’s 
absence, his perception of her is heightened, and in his lucid examination of her features he 
notices, “she aroused no desire in him, even caused him a sort of physical repulsion” (Davis I: 
203). Swann’s habituation to Odette begins with his constant “turning over” of “her image,” and 
is not completed until Odette comes “to absorb all these daydreams,” so that they are inseparable 
from his memory of her (Davis I: 206). When Swann forms a habit of preoccupying himself with 
thoughts of Odette when he is alone, he is appealing to a form of memory, which, Bergson would 
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suggest, “repeats” (93), but does not evoke. Bergson establishes that this form of memory is not 
capable of relaying events that bear a particular date. In Proust’s novel, which was deeply 
influenced by Bergson’s ideas, the memories Swann turns over in his mind lack the authenticity 
that attends spontaneous recollection. Without authentic recollection, Swann too often forgets 
Odette’s true form, in favor of the image provided to him by that faulty mental faculty that 
Bergson refers to as habit interpreted by memory. Swann comes to perceive her features less 
clearly, so that “the imperfection of her body” is no longer of “any importance” (Davis I: 206) in 
constructing an attraction to her. He lends to Odette’s image what it otherwise would lack, and 
he “would smile” once she had left, “thinking of how she had told him the time would drag until 
he allowed her to come again” (Davis I: 205). Though he smiles at the thought of her when she’s 
gone, Odette in the flesh, with her “skin too delicate, her cheekbones too prominent, her features 
too pinched” (Davis I: 203), is often a jarring and disenchanting sight for him. Swann’s 
habituation to the Odette of his imagination, made possible by habitual memory, causes him to 
expect her to appear in person as she does in his head, and when she does not, he is disillusioned. 
Odette visits Swann frequently, “and certainly each visit renewed the disappointment he felt at 
finding himself once again in the presence of that face whose details he had somewhat forgotten 
in the meantime” (Davis I: 204). Because Swann does not find Odette physically attractive, a lot 
of behind-the-scenes work goes into building the idol of her that exists in his imagination. He 
primes himself for her visits by picturing her beforehand, but “his need, if he was to find her face 
pretty, to limit what he imagined of her cheeks only to her fresh, pink cheekbones since the rest 
was so often yellow, languid, sometimes marked with little red specks, distressed him, as it 
seemed to prove that the ideal is inaccessible and happiness mediocre” (Davis I: 230). To sustain 
the impression that he might love her, he learns to appraise her as if she were a piece of art, as is 
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his habit as an art collector. For Swann to appreciate Odette’s “tired and sullen” eyes, he must 
see in her the figure of Zipporah as painted by Sandro di Mariano (Davis I: 231-32). The allusion 
to Zipporah alleviates Swann’s disenchantment at becoming habituated to someone who he does 
not find intrinsically beautiful or appealing. Odette’s likeness to Zipporah allows Swann to 
believe that “in associating the thought of Odette with his dreams of happiness, he had not been 
resigning himself to a second best as imperfect as he had believed until now” (Davis I: 232). For 
Swann to escape the disillusionment of his habituation to Odette, he falsely heightens the 
pleasure of her company by comparing her to a masterpiece. Whereas before, the sight of her 
“perpetually renew[ed] his doubts about the quality of her face, her body, her whole beauty, had 
weakened his love” 15 (Davis I: 232), the allusion to Zipporah lends novelty to his experiences 
with Odette, making them seem otherworldly. Swann’s habituation to Odette causes “the 
possession” of her to “seem natural and ordinary” (Davis I: 233). Only by accenting her with the 
comparison to Zipporah does she appear “necessarily supernatural and delicious” to him (Davis 
I: 233). Swann is eager to feel the charm he expects to find in Odette’s company, but which is 
often lacking. Swann worries that Odette’s habituation to him, her “rather banal, monotonous, 
and more or less permanently predetermined manner” will extinguish the “passion” of their 
rendezvous (Davis I: 233). Here, Bichat’s work is reflected in Proust, particularly his idea that 
the comparison between past and present, in the formulation of habits, makes their distinction 
less sensible. Bichat writes that habit causes “a comparison between this sensation, and that by 
which it has been preceded,” and that “the greater the difference between the actual and the past 
impression, the livelier will be the sentiment” (50). In constantly comparing the Odette of today 
to the Odette of yesterday, any charm she might have evades Swann’s grasp. To escape habit’s 
anesthetizing effect on passion, Swann artificially enhances the relationship by writing her letters 
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full of “feigned disappointment and simulated anger” (Davis I: 234) to coax her into saying 
impassioned words. Clearly, Swann goes to extreme lengths to feel the mystical sensations he 
believes should accompany true love. 
Despite Odette’s many imperfections, the frequency of Swann’s visits ensures his 
habituation to her. Bergson states that when actions become habits, they “determine in us 
attitudes which automatically follow our perception of things” (96). Proust echoes this idea when 
he reveals the attitudes that follow Swann’s perception of Odette. Swann forms a habit of leaving 
the Verdurin’s with Odette, which fosters his illusions regarding Odette’s fidelity by forming 
“the impression that no one else saw her, no one else came between them” (Davis I: 227). In 
doing so, he develops an expectation that she will always be there, waiting to leave with him, no 
matter how long he overstays with his other lover. It is when Odette disrupts Swann’s habit of 
escorting her home that he realizes how deeply invested he has become in their relationship. 
Though he had been “glumly contemplat[ing] that inevitable ride home together” (Davis I: 235) 
just hours earlier, when his expectations do not come to pass, he suffers tremendously:  
When he saw that she was no longer in the drawing room, Swann felt a pain in his 
heart; he trembled at being deprived of a pleasure that he was now measuring for 
the first time, having had until then that certainty of finding it when he wanted it 
which, in the case of all pleasures, diminishes for us, or even prevents us from 
perceiving at all, their greatness. (Davis I: 235)  
Proust suggests that the true estimate of an object’s worth—in this case a love interest—can only 
be determined in its absence. Because of habit, when the object is before one's eyes, one is blind 
to its dimensions. Habituation makes love feel commonplace and disenchanting in many ways 
for Swann. But, when habit, the “agent of security” (Beckett 21), is gone, Swann experiences 
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anxious misery, and he estimates Odette’s value more highly than ever. When his habits were 
firmly in place, Swann’s comfortable position “tempted [him] to regret the fact that for months 
now he had done nothing but see Odette” (Davis I: 233). The nature of habituation ensures that 
when a habit is firmly rooted, one cannot see past one’s present position. Proust comments on 
this aspect of the phenomenon in Book II: “the only country the mind sees as real is the one in 
which we live during the present instant” (Grieve II: 527). When Swann becomes habituated to 
Odette, he cannot imagine not possessing her. So, when she breaks the habit of allowing him to 
escort her home, and the unimaginable occurs, he suffers, and desperately tries to find her. If he 
were to satisfy his habit, by locating her promptly, his fever to see Odette would vanish, and 
would be succeeded by indifference, habit’s task being, according to the works of Bichat, Biran 
and Ravaisson, to bring one to a state of indifference. Ravaisson writes that “impressions lose 
their force the more frequently they are produced” (37). In Proust, one sees this clearly when 
Swann, in the midst of suffering over Odette’s absence, realizes that even—and especially—in 
her presence, he cannot truly relish her: “As on every other evening, once he was with 
Odette…he would cease to be able to think about her” (Davis I: 237). At that point, his only 
intrinsic goal would be to “prolong for the moment and to renew for yet one more day the 
disappointment and torment that came to him from the pointless presence of this woman whom 
he saw so regularly without daring to take her in his arms” (Davis I: 237). Swann searches, “as 
if, among the phantoms of the dead, in the kingdom of darkness, he were searching for Eurydice” 
(Davis I: 239). Habits, according to Henri Bergson, “store up the action of the past” (87). 
Because habit is bent on repetition, when Swann is unable to replicate the action of escorting 
Odette home, suffering ensues. Beckett would argue that Swann’s suffering occurs because “the 
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old pact is out of date” (10). Swann would need to create a new pact of not escorting Odette 
home, for his suffering to alleviate.  
The aforementioned moment of agitation ensures that Swann’s habituation to Odette is 
complete. Proust suggests that the lover’s fate is sealed when their “predilection” for the one they 
love “should become exclusive” (Davis I: 239). According to Proust: 
that condition is fulfilled when—at a moment like this, when we do not have him 
with us—the quest for the pleasure that his charm gave us is suddenly replaced in 
us by an anxious need whose object is this person himself, an absurd need which 
the laws of this world make it impossible to satisfy and difficult to cure—the 
senseless and painful need to possess him. (Davis I: 239) 
A seemingly harmless moment, when Odette departs the Verdurin’s early for a cup of hot cocoa, 
transforms Swann into the jealous lover, by proving that his anxiety can only be satisfied when 
she fulfills her role in their daily ritual. Suffering occurs when perception is heightened, putting 
the boredom and disillusionment of Odette’s company temporarily on hold. According to 
Beckett, habit’s fundamental duty “consists in a perpetual adjustment and readjustment of our 
organic sensibility to the conditions of its worlds. Suffering represents the omission of that duty, 
whether through negligence or inefficiency” (Beckett 16). Swann’s anxiety arises from the 
absence of a habit that has already been established, meaning it can only be satisfied by that 
same habit being put back into place.  
 When Swann eventually finds Odette, he establishes another habit—that of arranging the 
cattleyas in her brassiere as a pretext to physical intimacy—guaranteeing his attachment to her. 
When habit takes the reins, Swann’s suffering diminishes, while his disenchantment with love 
grows. On their nights together at the Verdurin’s, Swann utilizes Vinteuil’s phrase to heighten 
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the passion he wishes to feel in her company, and avoid disenchantment with love: “Where 
Odette’s affection might seem somewhat limited and disappointing, the little phrase came along 
to add to it, to amalgamate with it its mysterious essence” (Davis I: 246). Swann may not have 
the language for the successive phases of boredom, disillusionment and pressing desire as habit 
waxes and wanes, but he feels, “that his love, too, was obeying immutable and natural laws,” and 
wonders, “whether this period he had entered would last much longer, whether, soon, his 
thoughts would no longer see the dear face except as occupying a distant and diminished place, 
and nearly ceasing to radiate any charm” (Davis I: 247). Swann is tempted to become habituated 
to Odette by the vague notion of possessing her, but he does not understand that the laws of habit 
prohibit possession, except in successive phases. Marcel’s experiences with Vinteuil’s sonata 
illustrate the impossibility of possession: “Because it was only in successive stages that I could 
love what the sonata brought to me, I was never able to possess it in its entirety—it was an image 
of life” (Grieve II: 105). In a typical Proustian love affair, one endeavors to possess the object of 
one’s affection, but ultimately ends in a state of habituation to the beloved. Swann fills his mind 
with Odette, “because the constant thought of Odette would give to the moments in which he 
was away from her the same particular charm as to those in which she was there” (Davis I: 279). 
Swann does not realize, when developing this mental habit, that it will decrease his ability to 
perceive her charm at all. Bergson writes that recognition takes place in two distinct ways: 
“sometimes it lies in the action itself;…at other times it implies an effort of the mind which seeks 
in the past, in order to apply them to the present, those representations which are best able to 
enter into the present situation” (87). Proust represents the latter form of recognition in depicting 
Swann’s mind-hunt for Odette’s charm. Unfortunately, this method of recognition, as Bergson 
notes, prevents evocation. So, when Swann digs into his privileged memories, hoping to be 
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bewitched by Odette’s image, he’s appealing to a habit, which is not a talisman of past 
experiences the way spontaneous memory is. Subsequently, the thoughts that circulate his brain 
are not authentic memories, but, according to Henri Bergson, a “habit,” which, “could not be 
called a remembrance, were it not that I remember that I have acquired it” (95). Proust applies 
this concept to Swann, whose appeal to habit interpreted by memory, rather than memory itself, 
prevents him from really seeing Odette. Swann’s habituation to the object of his affection 
ensures he perceives her charm with less clarity, but he requires it all the more. By the time they 
are married, “Swann [is] blind not only to the gaps in Odette’s education, but also to her poverty 
of mind” (Grieve II: 93), despite recognizing early on that she was “not intelligent” (Davis I: 
249). Habit blinds Swann to what he had originally perceived in Odette, because, as Bergson 
notes, an image is perfect from the outset—time can only disfigure it (95). 
At Mme Swann’s 
Marcel’s youth is flooded with stories of Charles Swann, and is filled with a desperate 
wish to know Odette’s and Charles’s only daughter, Gilberte. The Gilberte of his imagination is 
colored with the mystery of her family’s name, and represents, to Marcel, the “emanation of a 
special life” (Davis I: 102). Before Marcel forms a habit of seeing Gilberte every day, she exists 
in his mind as, what Beckett would call, a source of enchantment. The Gilberte of his 
imagination has little association with the real Gilberte, and because her image is “particular and 
unique” in Marcel’s mind, the idea of her has the ability to enchant (Beckett 11). Marcel’s 
perception of Gilberte as enchanting urges him to form a habit of thinking of nothing but her. His 
attraction to Gilberte is enhanced by his ignorance of social hierarchy, and he comments that “for 
a long time the fact that my father found it impossible for us to associate with Mme and Mlle 
Swann had had the effect, above all…of giving them prestige in my eyes” (Davis I: 101). Of 
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course, the real reason M and Mme Proust avoid the Swanns is because of the scandal latent in 
their name, and Charles Swann’s reputation as a social strategist and braggart. Yet, in creating a 
divide between themselves and the Swanns, M and Mme Proust inspire in Marcel a habit of 
admiring Gilberte, who, the narrator admits, “from what I had been told, was such a pretty little 
girl and about whom I often dreamed, giving her each time the same arbitrary and charming 
face” (Davis I: 101). Having never seen Gilberte, he flavors her image with his imagination, 
priming himself for disenchantment when the real Gilberte does not match up with the Gilberte 
he has become habituated to in his head. Just as Marcel, later, develops a habit of spending time 
with Gilberte, he first forms, to borrow Bergson’s phrase, a cerebral habit of associating her with 
art, beauty, and the realms of the mystic. Marcel’s unrealistic expectations of Gilberte arise 
because of the “charm with which the incense of her name,” fueled by his imagination, imbues 
places, objects and people, and “perfume[s] everything that came near it” (Davis I: 146), causing 
disenchantment later when habituation to the real Gilberte begins. Yet, the mystery of her name 
is temporarily diminished when Marcel gains proximity to her, and subsequently so is his love: 
The impression left in me by the despotic tone with which Gilberte’s mother had 
spoken to her without her answering back, by presenting her to me as someone 
obliged to obey another person, as not being superior to everything in the world, 
calmed my suffering a little, restored some of my hope, and diminished my love. 
(Davis I: 145) 
Marcel’s love diminishes in the face of the “real” Gilberte, because her all-too-human manner 
undoes the work of his mental habit, fueled by his active imagination, laboring to contrive a 
Gilberte so enchanting as to be unrivaled. Despite Marcel’s disenchantment with Gilberte, his 
heightened perception in the absence of habit, noted by Bichat, Biran and Ravaisson alike, 
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suggests his initial view of Gilberte is authentic. When Marcel first glimpses Gilberte, he notes, 
“I looked at her, at first with the sort of gaze that is not merely the messenger of the eyes, but a 
window at which all the senses lean out, anxious and petrified” (Davis I: 144). Observing her 
critically, Marcel perceives Gilberte’s uncivil behavior distinctly, and he notes how “her hand 
sketched an indecent gesture for which, when it was directed in public at a person one did not 
know, the little dictionary of manners I carried inside me supplied only one meaning, that of 
intentional insolence” (Davis I: 144). Despite what Marcel perceives of Gilberte clearly in 
habit’s absence—that is, in her presence, never having glimpsed her before—when he returns to 
the mental habit of thinking of her, his thoughts on her follow the same familiar script. Quickly 
he traces over the Gilberte of real life with the imagined Gilberte he’s become habituated to in 
his mind. When he leaves Gilberte’s sight, he notes, “Very soon that love welled up in me again” 
(Davis I: 145), signaling he has fallen back on old thought patterns. 
Proust describes habit as “that type of mental obsessiveness which, under the aggravation 
of love, becomes the exclusive rehearsal of the memory of a certain person” (Grieve II: 404). 
Before truly spending time with Gilberte, Marcel has only a single stored memory of her, 
detailed above, so his ruminations revolve around imagined moments, and the resulting image of 
her is false. The work of Henri Bergson suggests Marcel would have been wise to trust his 
perception of Gilberte from the onset. Bergson argues that, with regards to true memory, a 
person or object’s “image was necessarily imprinted at once on the memory” and repeated 
encounters with the stimulus “form, by their very definition, other recollections” (90). Each 
imagining distorts the image just as a true encounter with Gilberte would, because each time 
Marcel thinks of her, he is forming another moment in his history, “its essence [being] to bear a 
date, and consequently to be unable to occur again” (Bergson 90), based on fresh perceptions. 
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These perceptions can only be called fresh in the sense that they are new to him; they lack the 
luster that would exist if the stimulus hadn’t been encountered before, as Bichat, Biran and 
Ravaisson argue in their respective texts. 
Despite its lack of concordance with the actual Gilberte, the imagined Gilberte has none 
of the limitations of the real. Proust suggests that one’s imagination colors a life that may 
otherwise be bland, despite the “disappointments it is bound to bring” (Grieve II: 453) when 
reality and expectations fail to match. According to Proust, the imagination keeps the senses “in 
appetite,” and is the only “wholesome” way to approach what one has glimpsed (Grieve II: 453). 
The imagination, according to Proust, is a helpful tool in avoiding the boredom of a reality 
steeped in habit. Yet, the imagination can also enhance one’s disenchantment, by revealing the 
sharp disparity between the real and ideal. Marcel’s perception alerts him at once that the real 
Gilberte is capable of insolence, but because he has already formed a habit of worshipping her, 
he continues thinking of her, and perception is thwarted from one imagining to the next. Marcel 
is constantly remodeling the Gilberte that exists in his head, remaining consistent with Proust’s 
idea that “the image of the woman we love, though we think it has a pristine authenticity, has 
actually been often made and remade by us” (Grieve II: 203). From each habitual thought of her 
to the next, he re-shapes her image, so that by the time he actually gains access to her and her 
family, he is disenchanted by the vast distance between what his mental habit caused him to 
expect and what he actually experiences. Just as habit induces one’s expectations in lived 
experiences, as noted in the work of David Hume, mental habits can also inspire one’s 
expectations, causing one to base current behavior off of previous cognitive perceptions.  
To evade the continuous loss of magic Marcel faces in his liaison with Gilberte, he makes 
“whatever sacrifices might be necessary to the prestige of the Swanns and [his] own happiness,” 
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by selectively ignoring any idea that might make them seem commonplace, such as “the 
corrosive notion that the Swanns’ apartment was a perfectly ordinary apartment” (Grieve II: 79). 
Here, Marcel’s consciousness sets aside any image that is not consistent with his present 
perception of the Swanns as immaculate, a function of habit noted by Bergson (98). In Marcel’s 
mind, Gilberte’s aura extends to her parents and her home, so Marcel’s disenchantment, in 
perceiving less charm than expected, extends to them as well. With regards to Gilberte, Marcel’s 
imagination, quite literally, colors her eyes: despite their darkness, from far away he projects a 
“vivid azure” onto them (Davis I: 144). Too far away to clearly perceive with his eyes, habit’s 
forbearance causes him to passionately believe what he sees is real, as his senses are at high 
alert. When Marcel grows close to Gilberte, his perception wanes, but his judgement improves, 
due to the “double law” of habit outlined by Ravaisson. Marcel realizes:  
When a smile was not filling her eyes and revealing her face, how inexpressibly 
desolate and monotonous were the sadness in her eyes and the gloom of her sulky 
features. At such moments, her face would turn almost ugly and resembled those 
bare, boring stretches of beach which, when the tide has receded almost out of 
sight, tire the eye with their unchanging glare bounded by the fixed and inhibiting 
horizon. (Grieve II: 159) 
The word “boring” signals that habit has turned Gilberte into a commonplace thing, so Marcel 
perceives her charm less fully, and judges her poor qualities more severely. At the same time as 
his judgment improves, his perception declines, causing him to feel disenchanted with his 
inability to access all her charm, which his mental habit of idolizing her had caused him to 
expect in her company. The disparity between what he expects and what he receives causes him 
to observe that there are “two Gilbertes,” and the presence of the real, with her “petty remark or 
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sly little snigger,” “disappoint[s]” Marcel (Grieve II: 141). Proust highlights Marcel’s weakening 
ability to perceive Gilberte in noting how the “simultaneous activity of all the senses, striving to 
discover through the unaided eyes something that is out of their reach, is too mindful of the 
countless forms, all the savors and movements of the living person, all those things which, in a 
person with whom we are not in love, we immobilize”  (Grieve II: 63). Marcel’s habituation to 
Gilberte causes her to constantly shift out of focus; knowing her well, he tries harder than ever to 
perceive her features with clarity in her absence. But, because each encounter with her, as 
Bergson notes, forms a new moment in his history, the “beloved model” (Grieve II: 63) is 
constantly in flux. In trying to picture her, Marcel turns to, what Bergson calls, habit interpreted 
by memory, or memory accessed by will. Each time Marcel searches into his past for the face of 
his beloved, he is accosted by the successive memories of her, when he would prefer a pure 
image of her, untouched by habit.  
When Marcel is seeing Gilberte, he incorporates her entire household into his daily 
habits, ensuring that when they split, and his routine dissolves, he will suffer. Proust writes, “the 
most acute emotional pain suffered by a lover often comes from his sheer physical habituation to 
the woman he loves” (Grieve II 185-86). When Gilberte breaks up with him, his desperation to 
see her again resembles the distress of “an invalid who has finished his vial of morphine without 
having another one available” (Grieve II: 185). In the midst of Marcel’s habituation to her, he is 
disenchanted by the limitations of her company, like her sullen features and brash attitude. Yet, 
when habits fall out of place, he grieves, as is the nature of the phenomenon, noted by Bichat, 
Biran and Ravaisson alike. In fact, while he was previously disappointed by the lack of passion 
stirred by Gilberte due to habit, he is now irked by the abundance of passion inspired by her in 
habit’s absence: “In this present moment, when Gilberte was already lost to me…I loved her 
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more than ever (I knew she meant more to me now than she had the previous year, when I could 
spend as many afternoons with her as I wished, when I believed nothing could come between 
us)” (Grieve II: 187). He keeps tending to old habits, like visiting Odette each day, which pull 
him deeper into Gilberte’s world, and his own sadness. His suffering terminates only when he 
forms a habit of not seeing Gilberte. He notes, “By the time my grandmother and I left for 
Balbec, two years later, I had reached a state of almost complete indifference toward Gilberte…I 
would reflect sadly that the love one feels, insofar as it is love for a particular person, may not be 
a very real thing” (Grieve II: 221). When habit decreases the passion Marcel feels for a person—
even if that passion is negative, like jealousy or hate—he becomes disenchanted with love in 
general. Proust’s characters make their pessimistic pronouncements on love and art because of 
habit’s disenchanting effects; when a source of pure joy turns into a source Marcel (or Swann) 
can barely perceive, they question the authenticity of love, beauty, and pleasure altogether.  
“The Anthem” of Swann’s Love: Vinteuil’s Sonata 
 Swann’s habituation to Vinteuil’s Sonata displays art’s inability to enchant in the 
presence of habit. This, combined with Swann’s initial enchantment with the sonata, reveals the 
fundamental fluctuation of the novel, between moments of heightened pain and pleasure in 
habit’s absence, and those of boredom, disenchantment, and disillusionment in its presence. 
 Swann hears the piece for the first time at a “soirée,” approximately a year before he will 
hear it again. First, he hears the sonata, and notices in it a particular phrase that delights him. 
Having never heard the phrase before, Swann has no habits in place to familiarize himself with 
the piece’s intricate parts, heightening his perception due to the “free play of every faculty” 
(Beckett 9) at work in habit’s absence. Proust notes: 
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It had been a keen pleasure when, below the little line of the violin, slender, 
unyielding, compact, and commanding, he had seen the mass of the piano part all 
at once struggling to rise in a liquid swell, multiform, undivided, smooth, 
colliding like the purple tumult of the waves when the moonlight charms them 
and lowers their pitch by half a tone. (Davis I: 216) 
The piece’s unpredictable, fleeting nature—how it “abruptly change[s] direction,” dragging 
Swann “with it toward unfamiliar vistas” (Davis I: 217)—is what tempts Swann to try to capture 
it whole, while making attainment physically impossible. Marcel experiences something similar 
as he moves through “successive stages” of loving what the sonata brought him (Grieve II: 105). 
When he gains “access to the most secret parts of Vinteuil’s Sonata” everything he “had 
previously noticed and preferred at first was already beginning to be lost to [him], carried away 
by habit out of reach of [his] sensibility” (Grieve II: 105). Similarly, when Swann attempts to 
“gather up and hold on to the phrase… that was passing by him and that had opened his soul so 
much wider, the way the smells of certain roses circulating in the damp evening air have the 
property of dilating our nostrils,” the phrase remains elusive, and the impression he receives is 
“confused” (Davis I: 216). In trying to capture the phrase’s essential parts, he transitions from 
involuntary memory, with its delicious effects, to voluntary memory, or what Henri Bergson 
refers to as habit interpreted by memory. The latter form of memory, “like a laborer working to 
put down lasting foundations in the midst of the waves, by fabricating for us facsimiles of these 
fleeting phrases,” allows Swann to finally “grasp” the piece, but in a “summary and temporary” 
way (Davis I: 217). In committing the phrase to voluntary memory, the portion of memory 
served by habit, the phrase becomes more impersonal to Swann, and its enchanting effects wane, 
causing him to be disenchanted by the difference between the expected effect and the actual 
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effect produced. When the phrase repeats a third time, it does so “without speaking to [Swann] 
more clearly” and brings “a sensual pleasure that was less profound” (Davis I: 218). In repeating 
the phrase, Swann is forming a habit of enjoying the piece, ensuring that each repetition will 
produce decreased sensual effects, while making his attachment to it greater. Here, Proust is 
echoing Ravaisson’s “double law,” which states that “action and passion” are proportionally and 
inversely related (43). Though Swann’s pleasure declines with continued exposure to the sonata, 
he “needed it” all the more (Davis I: 218).  
 To be clear, the philosophical tradition of habit suggests that the spontaneous repetition 
of an action—picking up an old habit years later, like the habit of listening to a song from one’s 
youth—can have delectable effects. It is when repetition is no longer spontaneous, when it is 
planned and can be expected, translated into habit, that the effects will no longer be intense. For 
this reason, when Swann stumbles upon Vinteuil’s Sonata at the Verdurin’s, a year following his 
initial introduction to the piece, involuntary memory produces explosive effects, evoking his past 
privileged moment with the piece and his former desperation to hear it again. Swann “recognized 
it, secret, murmuring, and divided, the airy and redolent phrase that he loved. And it was so 
particular, it had a charm so individual, which no other charm could have replaced” (Davis I: 
219). Here, Swann’s recollection of the piece is spontaneous, which is why its effects are 
explosive. But the little phrase produces drastically different effects when Swann attempts to 
translate this moment of spontaneous pleasure into a lasting habit. In the days following his re-
introduction to the sonata, it becomes “the anthem” of his love for Odette (Davis I: 226). Yet, 
when he regularly hears it at the Verdurin’s, repeated purposefully for an intended effect, 
“Swann thought he could now distinguish within it some disenchantment. It seemed to realize 
how futile this happiness was to which it showed the way. In its light grace, there was something 
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finished about it, like the detachment that follows regret” (Davis I: 227). In attempting to 
transform a moment of enchantment into a continuing habit, Swann is disillusioned by his 
inability to access the piece further. Tempted to solve its many mysteries, but unable to, Swann 
felt, “almost sorry it had any meaning, any intrinsic and unalterable beauty, alien to them” (Davis 
I: 227). 
 Swann does, eventually, come to access meaning from the piece, but it is only after he 
stops trying to do so. Heard spontaneously, a year or two later, the song is a time capsule of 
privileged memories for Swann: 
Instead of the depth of meaning which he had so often sought in it, what it now 
brought back to him was all that serried foliage, leafy motifs winding and painted 
all about it, leaves that the phrase made him yearn to go and see, because it 
seemed to live on inside them like a soul; it brought back the whole springtime of 
the past year, which, in a fever of sorrow, he had been too hapless to savor, and 
which it had kept for him, as one keeps for an invalid the nice things he has been 
too unwell to eat. (Grieve II: 108) 
The verb sought is the key to understanding why the same stimulus can produce such varying 
effects in the same character. The active nature of sought, or demandé in the original French 
(primarily translated as request or ask for), reveals the expectations that attend Swann’s 
appreciation of the sonata. He is actively seeking or requesting something from it. In doing so, he 
is appealing to a form of recognition which implies a mental effort to seek in the past (Bergson 
87). This type of recognition is unable to elicit a deep emotional response; a more profound 
meaning is derived when contact with the stimulus occurs unprompted. Then, and then only, 
does it evoke, like a charm or talisman, preserving a forgotten memory. Forgetting is important 
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to remembering; Swann must forget about the sonata, and the entirety of the drama of the 
previous year, in order to remember it, and for that memory to be profound. Had he clung to the 
memory of that evening with Odette in the Bois de Boulogne, he would be too habituated to its 
image to find it meaningful. But, since Swann hadn’t committed the image to memory, and since 
he had stopped actively seeking something in the little phrase, involuntary memory steps in with 
its delicious effects.   
Marcel Meets Bergotte 
Xavier Bichat notes that when harmony and beauty “for a long time continue to solicit 
our attention,” they “are successively the sources of pleasure, of indifference, of satiety, nay even 
of disgust and aversion” (Bichat). Bichat’s claim, combined with Beckett’s definition of a source 
of enchantment as “particular and unique,” would suggest that art is best able to enchant when it 
is kept at a distance. Both Bichat’s and Beckett’s ideas are reflected in Proust’s treatment of art. 
In À la recherche du temps perdu, Proust suggests that the closer one gets to a work of art, the 
more nebulous it becomes. In Book I, the oft-mentioned writer, Bergotte, exists in Marcel’s mind 
as a source of enchantment. In his youth, Marcel is situated at an ideal distance from Bergotte, so 
that the faceless writer retains the mystery and novelty of being immaterial. At this point in time, 
when the young Marcel is not yet habituated to Bergotte’s manner of thinking, Marcel perceives 
Bergotte’s work with peak clarity. In depicting Marcel’s relationship with Bergotte, Proust seems 
to have borrowed Bergson’s idea that time necessarily deforms what was originally a faultless 
image (90). Bergotte’s books initially appeal to Marcel because of “the rare, almost archaic 
expressions” he uses, expressing “an entire philosophy, new to [Marcel], through marvelous 
images which seemed themselves to have awakened this harp song which then arose and to 
whose accompaniment they gave a sublime quality” (Davis I: 96). When Marcel first encounters 
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Bergotte’s style, his experience has none of the marks of a habit: his perceptions are heightened, 
and the objects (both Bergotte, the man, and his books) appear “rare.” In habit’s absence, Marcel 
undergoes the mystifying experience of literary worship. Not quite understanding the laws of 
habit, particularly how, as Felix Ravaisson notes, “action and passion are opposed to each other” 
(43), Marcel spends ceaseless efforts to get close to Bergotte, mistakenly thinking his continued 
action will spur on his passion. For a time, it is Marcel’s dearest wish to meet Bergotte, and he is 
filled with envy when he discovers that Gilberte gets to dine with him and listen to “Bergotte’s 
words on all the subjects he had not been able to broach in his books, and on which [Marcel] 
would have liked to hear him pronounce his oracles” (Davis I: 102). Yet, when Marcel’s wish 
comes true, when he finds himself seated with Bergotte in the Swann household, the “oracles” he 
had craved destroy his perception of Bergotte as unique and rare. Marcel is disenchanted by 
Bergotte, because his manner of thinking is so similar to his books that Marcel cannot discern 
anything original in it. Marcel’s habit of perceiving Bergotte’s work, to borrow Bichat’s apt 
term, “blunts the sentiment” (Bichat 47) of Bergotte’s thoughts, replacing the writer’s novelty 
with familiarity, peculiarity with the ordinary. Marcel, by introducing Bergotte into his tight 
circle, causes the writer to transition from a solitary source of enchantment in the young man’s 
head, to an unremarkable dinner guest with a funny beard. Marcel describes being “heartbroken” 
upon meeting Bergotte (Grieve II: 122). His habituation to Bergotte’s style of thought ensures 
that those things which Marcel had previously relished in Bergotte, like his uniqueness, are 
perceived with less clarity, but judged more critically, due to the “double law” of habit. Marcel 
notes that the “constant originality” of Bergotte’s prose “became, when he spoke, a way of 
approaching topics that was so subtle in its avoidance of anything already familiar in them that it 
always sounded as though he were trying to come at it from some petty angle” (Grieve II: 126). 
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Marcel’s disenchantment is heightened by the thought that his current indifference might nullify 
his previous passion. What Marcel previously viewed as art, now seems like a “trite pastime” 
(Grieve II: 123). Marcel expects art to be inevitable, spontaneous, a divine gift to humanity. But, 
when he meets Bergotte, and sees only what he has come to expect of the writer and nothing 
more, he feels a sharp sense of disenchantment, and reflects that Bergotte, while talented, “if he 
had lived on an island surrounded by oyster beds, would have engaged just as successfully in the 
buying and selling of pearls” (Grieve II: 123). When Marcel’s opinion of Bergotte changes, he 
retrospectively changes his stance on the merit of the writer’s work, as well. In doing so, Proust 
is, perhaps, referring to Bergson’s idea that one’s consciousness sets “aside all those among the 
past images which cannot be coordinated with the present perception” (98), favoring instead a 
consistent orientation that rewrites the past.  
Before meeting Bergotte, Marcel’s expectations are spurred on by his constant contact 
with the writer’s distinctive prose. Marcel expects that meeting Bergotte will resemble the 
privileged moments he has experienced in the past, but it cannot, because there is nothing 
spontaneous about it, and habituation to the great writer has already begun, barring off 
involuntary memory and its wondrous effects. Proust seems to be echoing Bergson’s notion that 
successive encounters with the same stimulus will cause the stimulus, in this case Bergotte, to 
feel more and more impersonal (Bergson 95). At the same time, Proust acknowledges that 
Marcel’s habituation to Bergotte’s work causes his expectations to grow, reminiscent of Hume’s 
notion that habit causes one to expect future sequences to be like ones that have appeared in the 
past (Hume 21). Marcel, in becoming habituated to Bergotte’s style, lessens his ability to 
perceive or appreciate the subtlety in the writer’s thinking, since perception has worn away with 
consistent proximity to his works. Meanwhile, his expectations continue to grow. His 
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expectations can never be realized, because of how impersonal objects and people become under 
the scrutiny of habit. Since Marcel lives for moments of enchantment, particularly in art, when 
habituation renders his previous passions obsolete, he is deeply and profoundly let down.  
Habituation eventually brings Marcel to a state of utter indifference to the esteemed 
writer. By the end of Book II, whatever admiration that Marcel retained for Bergotte is lost. 
When Marcel is in Balbec, he receives a letter. Hoping it is from the anonymous milkmaid he 
had fleetingly glimpsed on his walk, he is disappointed to learn the truth: 
Sad to say, it was only from Bergotte: he had been passing through and had called 
at the hotel to see me… I was dreadfully disappointed; and the idea that it was 
much more difficult, as well as more flattering, to have a letter from Bergotte than 
from the milkmaid was no consolation. (Grieve II: 294) 
Marcel is unable to place his former desire and his current achievement side by side, as if 
forming a collage, because, as Xavier Bichat argues, habit forces a constant succession of mental 
comparisons between past and future, making the distinction between the two less sensible. The 
dismay he experiences is because unlike Bergotte, the milkmaid retains “the prestige of still 
being immaterial” (Grieve II: 112) since habituation to her has not taken place. In Marcel’s 
youth, this correspondence with Bergotte would have brought him great joy. But, in perfecting 
his knowledge of the great writer, so that his understanding shifts “from the confused notion of 
the whole to the precise idea of its parts” (Bichat 52), the mystery of Bergotte’s work is lost. The 
“image” of Bergotte’s work was, to quote Bergson, “perfect from the outset,” and time can only 
disfigure it (95). As Marcel’s knowledge and understanding of Bergotte grows through lengthy 
contact with the latter’s personage, his ability to perceive the sublime little intricacies in the great 
writer's work declines. Bergotte loses his magic when Marcel gets to know him, and this loss 
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extends far beyond the writer and his books. When Bergotte’s books “collapse” through Marcel's 
habituation to him, they drag “down with themselves the whole point and glory of Beauty, of the 
universe, of life itself” (Grieve II: 123). 
Conclusion 
Proust does not simply reproduce the ideas of Bichat, Ravaisson, Biran, and Bergson; he 
brings them to life through his characters, who, because they conform so much to the laws of 
habit and remembrance to which we ourselves are subject, seem to have a pulse, detectable from 
the page. Bergson’s ideas on memory pervade the novel, and without them Proust’s own 
reflections on habit would be nugatory. Proust seems to have inherited Bergson’s view of the 
body as “an ever advancing boundary between the future and the past” (88). Through memory, 
“our past is continually driving forward into our future” (88). At the same time, “the past to 
which [man] returns is fugitive, ever on the point of escaping him” (Bergson 94). In order to 
understand why Proust’s characters, in accessing their pasts, feel either an intense, evocative 
pleasure, or utter disenchantment, it is imperative to understand the two types of memory laid out 
by Bergson. Proust depicts both types of recognition, but only one, true memory, receives his 
praise. Proust writes, “the things that are best at reminding us of a person are those which, 
because they were insignificant, we have forgotten, and which have therefore lost none of their 
power” (Grieve II: 222). Meanwhile, of memory accessed by will, Proust concludes, “the broad 
daylight of habitual memory gradually fades our images of the past, wears them away until 
nothing is left of them and the past becomes irrecoverable” (Grieve II: 222). Or rather, he argues, 
it would be irrecoverable, if it weren’t for external stimuli that live on inside one, like “a 
dampish breeze…or the smell of autumn’s first fires, things through which we can retrieve any 
part of us that the reasoning mind, having no use for it, disdained” (Grieve II: 222). Beckett 
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reiterates Proust’s point, by noting, “strictly speaking, we can only remember what has been 
resisted by our extreme inattention” (18). In recognizing the connection between remembrance 
and inattention, Beckett masterfully captures the essence of Proust, who is, in turn, echoing 
Bergson. Proust serves as the link between these two theorists, drawing Bergson’s work into his 
own, and, by extension, into Beckett’s.  
Though the word disenchantment generally signals something negative, Proust’s novel 
suggests there is some merit in disenchantment, particularly with regards to art. For one, the very 
definition of disenchant implies a freeing from one’s illusions, suggesting that when one is 
disenchanted with something, their inauthentic preconceptions have been shed, leaving them 
with the real. Further, any “de-magic-ation” that occurs in the novel means a stimulus once held 
magic to begin with, which is, in a way, sublime; as Beckett suggests, enchantment is a rarity in 
a world touched by habit. Proust argues that disenchantment, just like admiration, has a key role 
to play in an authentic artistic experience. Boredom, according to Beckett, is “the most durable 
of human evils” (Beckett 16), and therefore the most tolerable. Similarly, in Proust, 
disenchantment, which, due to habit, often attends boredom, is presented as a necessary evil. In 
Proust, art loses its enchantment because of habit’s anesthetizing effect, or, as Proust states, how 
“habit weakens all things” (Grieve II: 222). When Swann or Marcel first glance a masterpiece, 
its charm is irresistible; admiring it as they do, they incorporate the piece into their daily habits, 
Swann being an art collector and Marcel a bookworm. Yet, they expect the piece to speak to 
them, to evoke. When, because of habit’s “double law,” they come to know the piece well but its 
beauty is felt less perceptibly, they feel disenchanted. In À la recherche du temps perdu, 
disenchantment with a work of art signals that, between one encounter with the piece and the 
next, one’s imagination had been substituting what it might have lacked. When one is before the 
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work, perception takes over for the imagination, a perception that has been lessened because of 
habit. Perception cannot live up to the work of the imagination; in fact, Proust argues that the 
imagination is critical in adding dimension to what one has perceived, keeping the senses, as 
noted above, “in appetite” (Grieve II: 453). Further, Proust argues that “a pleasure divested of 
imagination is a pleasure reduced to itself, to nothing” (Grieve II: 377). Proust suggests that the 
imagination is critical to give life its meaning, despite fueling those faulty mental habits which, 
because they do not correspond to reality, create disenchantment. In Proust, disenchantment in 
the face of art signals that one’s imagination has been put to good use. To be disenchanted with a 
masterpiece, as Marcel is with Bergotte, as well as La Berma, the Steeples of Balbec, and Elstir, 
means one’s senses have been kept sated by the imagination. 
 Proust suggests that to avoid arousing disenchantment art must shake the viewer of his or 
her habits. In fact, habit, though capable of provoking boredom, has the potential to inspire 
artists to alter their perspective, to show something familiar in a novel way. Proust argues that 
when art lovers use the word “admirable,” it generally applies “to some unfamiliar image of a 
familiar thing, an image that is different from the ones we are in the habit of noticing, unusual 
yet true, which for that reason seems doubly striking, since it surprises us and shakes us of our 
habits” (Grieve II: 419). Following Proust’s logic, when one admires a piece, it is because the 
artist went to great lengths to circumvent the viewers’ habits, and subsequently, their 
disenchantment. Great art can provoke feelings similar to the privileged moments one 
experiences in habit’s absence. But an artist is no magician; even a great artist, like Proust’s 
Elstir, can only hold habit and disenchantment in abeyance if the viewer refrains from becoming 
habituated to the work itself. When the onlooker translates the artwork into habit, it is the artist’s 
vision that becomes incorporated into one’s worldview, and consumed by habit. Art, in this way, 
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presents a paradox: great art attempts to bypass one’s habits, while seducing one into becoming 
habituated to it by its sheer beauty. But, art’s ability to disenchant signals that it is a part of our 
lived world, touched by the same phenomena that we are. In Proust, when art disenchants, it 
proves to be living by immutable laws. The fact that art follows our laws but can briefly suspend 
them is what makes it seem divine. To think that, at any given moment, one is being acted upon 
by the same forces that act upon works like The Mona Lisa, The Birth of Venus, and The Youth of 







1 Of course, Proust’s French prose is singular, and no perfect translation of his writing exists in 
English. For this reason, in this thesis I use the updated Penguin translations (by Lydia Davis 
[v1] and James Grieve [v2]), alongside the edited version of Scott Montcrieff, and, when there is 
a significant discrepancy between the translations, the original French. In the interest of 
concision, I focus only on the first two books of À la recherche du temps perdu. 
2 Habituation is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as “The action of rendering or 
becoming habitual; formation of habit” (1). 
3 The Oxford English Dictionary definition of disenchant reads: “To set free from enchantment, 
magic spell, or illusion.”   
4 According to the Oxford English Dictionary, disenchant stems from the French désenchanter, 
which can be traced back to the thirteenth century. 
5 One of the most disenchanting events of the novel occurs when Marcel sees La Berma live; the 
performance strips her of her magic, and has a profound effect on Marcel’s worldview, as he’s 
forced to grapple with the lessening of what used to be a mystical force. Proust, in depicting this 
moment, uses the French déçu, which, though it translates directly to disappoint, given the 
context, also implies a “de-magic-ation.” 
6A “privileged moment” refers to an instance of profound ecstasy. These moments have been 
highlighted in Proust by Gilles Deleuze, Bettina Knapp, and Daniel Melnick. Keith Aaron Moser 
defines the term as follows: “Moments of enigmatic ecstasy resulting from direct contact by 
means of one or more of the senses. The ‘strange joy’ that characterizes these experiences defies 
or escapes logical explanation, demonstrating the limitations of rational thought” (1). 
7 Proust refers to this type of memory as “habitual memory” (Grieve II: 222). 
8 Beckett was only 20 when he wrote Proust (1931), and though he later disavowed it, it contains 
many genuine insights into Proust’s writing.  
9 Amy Ross Loeserman notes that the “dual attitude toward habitude, praise and condemnation, 
gratitude and resentment, marks Proust’s discussion of habitude throughout the novel, explored 
in the myriad ways in which habitude infuses and controls our lives” (15). 
10 The Oxford English Dictionary defines disillusion as “The action of freeing or becoming freed 
from illusion; the condition of being freed from illusion; disenchantment” (2). Presented as a 
synonym for disenchantment, the two terms are similar. Both celebrate freedom from unrealistic 
illusions, while simultaneously mourning the loss of previous enchantment.  
11 Amy Ross Loeserman writes, “in common parlance, references to ‘habit’ assume only the 
most banal, simplistic meaning” (3). 
12 Kaufmann’s ideas appear in his French text Ego: Pour une sociologie de l’individu (105). The 





13 Klingor is the evil enchanter in Wagner’s Parsifal.  
14 Mark Sinclair writes that, “Biran’s conjecture is offered in implicit opposition to the one 
advanced by Bichat, who argues that sensations diminish through their continuity because 
sensation itself is always a function of mental comparison between the present sensation and 
those preceding it; a present sensation thus becomes less distinct to the extent that it can no 
longer be distinguished from those that preceded it. The Influence of Habit on the Faculty of 
Thinking attempts to delimit the intellectualism of Bichat's account of sensation by highlighting 
its inability to account for one particular aspect of the facts, namely the “distress, malaise, 
disquiet” or “desire” that we might feel when the cause or source of a sensation…is then 
physically removed from us” (Sinclair 70-71). 
15 The Moncrieff translation reads “cool the ardor of his love,” instead of the simpler and more 
accurate “weakened his love” as a direct translation of the verb affaiblir, “to weaken,” or “to 
reduce.” This is a misappropriation of the French language that Moncrieff uses repeatedly; he 
uses the phrase at another point in Book I, erroneously translating “et diminua mon amour,” as 
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